
GLOBALIZATION REVA

It's difficult to ignore some of the benefits of globalization. It is little surprise, then, that globalization is now an object of
contempt in the By Reva Goujon.

Vimala Swamy greeted the delegation and the visit commenced with a brief interaction with the Faculty
members. Students received official Diploma certificate, and faculty received participation certificate.
Research Scholar Shimreichon A. K is a gold medallist from University Law College with 5 years of
experience in the industry. Kulkarni, briefed the team about the uniqueness of the programmes offered at
REVA while emphasising on how the University had blossomed over a short span of time to be the most
sought after University. Vidya Shetty and members of both Schools. Students desirous of enrolling in these
programmes or choose to have further details can contact the international office. He empowers his students
with his teaching in a way that studies become useful for them even after the classes. Presented her papers
globally and authored articles and research papers for international journals. His diligence for the work and his
students has been highly appreciated. He keeps the class throughout interactive and gives an environment to
students where they can share their doubts easily. Karen was astounded with the fine quality and in-depth
knowledge of the students and showered them with high commendation. Registration Fee for 10 days program
is Rs. Progression of our students to ETSAB or participate in various programmes offered by them time to
time. He provides them the best help. REVA students are attending workshops to have an understanding about
the innovations and creativity involved in the architectural pattern of the city. Kulkarni and the delegation
from UPC Barcelona. Is a Karnataka State Bar Council Member from and has interned under senior advocates
and leading law firms in the City and has participated in many seminars pertaining to civil and International
law. In addition to her teaching experience in Law Schools for the past few years, she has also worked as an
Attorney and in industry for many years. The Vice Chancellor, Dr S. They visited gothic church and La
Boqueria on la Ramblas market on 5th day. The ETSAB continues to exert a continuous influence on the
development and design of Barcelona and maintains a permanent dialogue in the debates generated by the city
through its critical capacity and its intellectual influence. Further discussions followed on possible areas to
collaborate, including certification programs on Sustainability and short study tours culminating in capturing
the heritage and transient urban nature of both Cities. Ater the workshop students took city tour on bicycle to
explore Barcelona city. She has the credit of working with Fortune Companies and reputed Law colleges
across India. Director Dr. Kulkarni, Director International Relations, Dr. She has participated in various
national and international conferences, seminars and workshops.


